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Cavity BPM Electronics   

1) EPICS Data: 
IPM1H04B* 
IPM1H04C* 
IPM1H04D*  

2) DAC: 
Parity DAQ, ADCs 

Signal  
  
 
  

ADC 
   

japan  
  

Plots  

only noise for cavity signal 

John Musson  

✔	

Works ! 



Beam Off Pedestal Correction 

Beam off  
Run 1219 



Cavity BPMs Parasitic Calibration  
20	uA		

4B	and	4C	are	done,	after	we	satisfy	the	behavior,	John	will	lock	the	parameter	access.		



Beam	Tuning	and	Steering	Test	Runs	
prexALL_1225.root	

Cavity	4B	I	 Cavity	4C	I	 Cavity	4D	I	

Raw	signal	without	Calibration		

Y

Cavity	4B	X	 Cavity	4C	X	

Cavity	4B	Y	

Cavity	4D	X	

SEE	4E	X	

SEE	4E	Y	

See	the	correlation	between	cavity	and	SEE	BPMs	

Cavity	4C	Y	 Cavity	4D	Y	

Horizontal scan  



Beam	Tuning	and	Steering	Test	Runs	
prexALL_1228.root	

Cavity	4B	I	 Cavity	4C	I	 Cavity	4D	I	

Raw	signal	without	Calibration		

Y

Cavity	4B	X	 Cavity	4C	X	

Cavity	4B	Y	

Cavity	4D	X	

SEE	4E	X	[mm]	

SEE	4E	Y	[mm]	

See	the	correlation	between	cavity	and	SEE	BPMs	

Cavity	4C	Y	 Cavity	4D	Y	

US	bcm[µA]	

Vertical scan  



		Calibration for Cavity BPMs Signals  
4B
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4B Y 
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4C Y 4D Y 
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Cavity BPMs Position Calibration  

SEE 4A Cavity XYQ  
4B 

Cavity XYQ  
4C 

Cavity XYQ  
4D 

SEE 4E 

Target		

Cavity  X 
V/mm 

Y 
V/mm 

4B 0.0852 0.1254 

4C 0.1011 0.0944 

4D  0.0991 0.1099 

387	m																388m																								389m															390m																				391m	

Position corrected 



Signal Delay Issues 

1 second delay             trouble   
Group Delay≈ 1/BW 	

Current receiver frame setting: 
BW=1Hz  

Tsettle = 10µs-500µs  
	BW	=	100kHz?		



Cavity BPMs Milestone  

Analog	Readout	with	1Hz	WB	is	working	

						Analog	Readout	with	WB											1Hz	
																																																											100kHz	

1 week is confirmed with John  

Before Prex II ? 

Digital	Readout	with	fiber		

Paul	King	will	talk	to	Evan	about	this	

Low current 
beam centering 
is achieved  

✔	

✔	



Discussion	and	Outlook	

Ø  Send	the	required	BW	and	position	calibration	
factors	v/mm	to	John	by	this	afternoon.		

						------applying	the	calibration	factor	to	japan			

Ø 1	Week	Parasitic	APEX	beam	time	to	test	John’s	new	
cavity	BPMs	receiver	frame.		

					------100kHz	BW	delay	time	and	the	switch	ability.	

Ø Complete	low	current	cavity	BPMs	beam	test?		
					-------	with	the	new	receiver	frame	

	
	
		



Thank you !  

Thanks to John, Chad, Bob, Paul King, and 
….. 
		



Back	Up	
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Abstract—Software defined radio (SDR) systems generally 

describe transceiver applications; however, the processing 
requirements of the receiver section are particularly demanding, 
and require special attention with respect to digital signal 
processing (DSP). Although the architecture of a digital receiver 
is closely related to the analog implementation, the numerical 
operation of each sub-stage can only be realized with fast, 
efficient algorithms. These include frequency translation, 
detection, demodulation, filtering, and coding of information for 
output. This paper analyzes each major subsection of a typical 
digital diagnostic receiver designed for use in a particle 
accelerator (without loss of generality), and offers guidance on 
the implementation and expected performance. An actual SDR 
platform is presented, with data and analysis. 
 

Index Terms—CORDIC, IIR filter, Nyquist zone, quadrature 
sampling. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
INCE the advent of the superheterodyne (superhet) 
receiver by Armstrong in 1918, little has changed in the 

mathematical functionality of the receiver subsections [1]. 
With the recent introduction of software-defined radios (SDR) 
for communications and instrumentation, the computational 
blocks are subject to optimization in ways not possible with 
respect to conventional mixing, phasing, and filtering. A 
comparison of some of these techniques provides mixed-signal 
designers with efficient blocks capable of embedding in 
microprocessors, digital signal processors (DSP), and field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) designs.  

II. RECEIVER ARCHITECTURE 

A. Analog Systems 
Extensive analysis and experience has determined that the 

superheterodyne receiver architecture is superior to other 
forms, for general use [2]. Although other system topologies 
may facilitate sub-optimal performance, lower cost, or energy 
conservation, the superhet is by far the most common. 

 The canonical radio receiver is based on the ability to 
obtain a signal, translate the frequency to an intermediate 
value, and sweep it past a highly selective filter. Subsequently, 
the signal is then translated a second time, whereby it is 
detected, and finally demodulated,  such that the information 
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can be extracted. This process is depicted in Figure 1, which 
shows a typical analog superhet receiver, without loss of 
generality [3]. 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Functional block diagram of a basic superhet 

receiver, describing major subsystems. 
 
Of interest are the blocks representing frequency translation 

(i.e. mixer), and demodulation, which also includes the 
detection operation. Mathematically, the mixer combines the 
desired signal from the antenna with a sinusoid, and subjects 
the pair to a nonlinear element. The Fourier analysis of the 
result consists of a translation involving the sum of the two 
signal frequencies (the upper sideband, USB), and the 
difference of the two frequencies (the lower sideband, LSB), 
along with undesirable cross-terms. In the case of a pure 
multiplier block, the equations are simply: 

 

 
 

where θ and φ represent the incoming signal and local 
oscillator (LO) signals, respectively.  

 Receiver performance is largely determined by how well 
the pure multiplication is performed, and is described by 
linearity, or dynamic range. By definition, dynamic range is 
the ratio of the desired USB or LSB signal and the worst-
offending harmonic from the mixing process, described in 
decibels (dB) [4]. Therefore, a true multiplication has perfect 
linearity, but is never achievable, in practice. Figure 2 is a 
depiction of a nomograph of parameters commonly used to 
describe system and susb-system linearities, and is known as a 
third-order intercept diagram, since the third-order cross term 
is usually the most prevalent offending signal, and often 
resides within the desired signal’s  passband [4]. 

 
 

Functional Description of Algorithms Used in 
Digital Receivers 
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S  

Typical Analog Superhet Receiver 

Dominate	the	delay		

Group Delay≈ 1/BW 	



Cavity Modes

Bessel Functions§  TM010 is the mode for I 

§  TM110 is the mode for X/I and 
Y/I 

Cavity Modes 



New Hall A BCM Digital Readout
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